
      

Promo Mechanics 

1. The Premium Taste, Premium Perks Promotion at Medley Buffet, Okada Manila shall run from February 6 to March 15, 
2019. 
 

2. The Promo is open to existing and newly approved principal and supplementary Metrobank Peso Platinum Mastercard and 
Metrobank World Mastercard cardholders in good standing only.  
 

3. Metrobank Peso Platinum Mastercard and Metrobank World Mastercard Cardholders are entitled to 50% discount on total 
bill  (including all beverages, government taxes and service charge) when dining at Medley Buffet, Okada Manila using their 
Metrobank Peso Platinum Mastercard or Metrobank World Mastercard. 
 

4. This promo offer is valid at Medley Buffet, Okada Manila from Mondays to Fridays (lunch and dinner, excluding all special 
and legal holidays) with the following rates: 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

5. Blackout dates apply: All Public, Legal and Special Holidays (e.g. Feb 14, 25). 
 

6. Cardholders are entitled to a maximum discount of P 5,000 (or maximum transaction amount of P10,000) per single-receipt 
dine-in transaction, per visit. Maximum of one (1) transaction per cardholder per reservation,  per table, per day will be 
eligible for the 50% discount. Maximum of ten (10) transactions during the entire promo period will be eligible for the 50% 
discount. 
 

7. All a la carte alcoholic beverages (i.e. wine, liquors, cocktails, spirits), take-out, payments for banquet sales, private 
functions, parties are excluded from the promo.  
 

8. VAT, Service Charge and Local Taxes are included in the promotional rates.   
 

9. Splitting of a single transaction for the purpose of availing multiple discounts is strictly prohibited.  
 

10. The promo offer is not valid in conjunction with other ongoing offers and promotions. Senior Citizens and Persons with 
Disability and other VIP/Membership privileges may either avail of this promotional discount or they may avail of the 
standard discount from the regular rate under Republic Act No. 7432 and 7277, both as amended under R.A. 9994, or their 
VIP Membership privileges, as the case may be. In the purchase of goods and services which are on promotional discount, 
the senior citizen can avail of the promotional discount or the discount provided under the Expanded Senior Citizens Act 
2010, whichever is higher. 
 

11. The promo is non-transferable and not convertible to cash, gift certificates or any item in the menu. 
 

12. Advance reservation is required to guarantee seats. For reservations call Okada Manila Restaurant Reservation at 555-5799.  
 

13. Promo applies to one cardholder per reservation, per table, per visit only. Medley Buffet, Okada Manila reserves the right 
to refuse redemption of the discount by the cardholder if the cardholder does not adhere to the promo mechanics. Should 
it be proven that a cardholder was able to avail the discount without adhering to the above mechanics, the total amount of 
the discount shall be charged by MCC to the cardholder’s credit card account. 
 

14. The use of the Metrobank Credit Card in connection with the promo is subject to the Terms and Conditions governing the 
issuance and use of Metrobank Credit Cards. 

Per DTI-FTEB Permit Number 1834, Series of 2019. 
Supervised by the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas 
Telephone Number: (632)708-7087 
Email Address: consumeraffairs@bsp.gov.ph 

 

Lunch (11.30am - 3.00pm) Regular Rate (nett) Promo Rate (nett) 

Adult Rate  ₱1,850  ₱925  on total buffet bill 

Child Rate  ₱950  ₱475  on total buffet bill 

Dinner (6.00pm - 11.00pm) Regular Rate (nett) Promo Rate (nett) 

Adult Rate  ₱2,700  ₱1,350  on total buffet bill 

Child Rate  ₱1,350  ₱675  on total buffet bill 


